Or if not your castle, then maybe it’s your bungalow, brownstone,
or Victorian. Perhaps it’s a design the world has never seen before.
Whatever your home’s style, the Unico System is the perfect fit. A superior heating and cooling system, its innovative “aspiration” system
warms and cools your house evenly and quietly. Its revolutionary flexible small-ducts weave through the smallest spaces—ceilings,
walls, even floors—so there is no need for costly, messy renovation. Once installed, you’ll hardly notice the Unico System. All you’ll
know is that your home is perfectly comfortable—warm in winter, cool in summer, quiet all year round. You’ll feel more at home, and
because the Unico System provides this comfort without intrusive construction that compromises the architecture of your house, even your
home will feel more like royalty.

The Unico System is the perfect heating and cooling system for restored homes. Featured
in ten projects on television’s This Old House, the Unico System is the superior choice for
heating and cooling renovated homes. No gutting required: the small duct-work of the
Unico System is so small and flexible—one-third the size of conventional sheet metal ducting—that it fits right into the existing construction of your home, weaving through ceilings, walls, and floors. Use the Unico System and you won’t have to compromise your
home’s architectural integrity with soffits, dropped ceilings, or other unsightly additions.
The Unico System is as subtle on the walls as it is within them. It’s small outlets will not
streak and stain as conventional metal registers do, and blend perfectly into any décor.
Paintable or stainable, outlets are available in round 5-inch or slotted 1/2-inch by 8-inch
versions, and come in a variety of colors, finishes and wood species.
Historic Renovation, St. Louis, MO

You are not like anyone else, so it’s not surprising that your house is just a little bit
different, too. The Unico System is the perfect choice for your custom-built home. It
is a high performance heating and cooling system that uses flexible small-ducts, so it
fits into any design—even in curved walls and cathedral ceilings—so that your imagination, not your ductwork, can be your guide when designing your home.
The Unico System is virtually invisible. Its small outlets will not mar the walls, and
blend perfectly into your design. Paintable or stainable, outlets are available in round 5
-inch or slotted 1/2-inch by 8-inch versions, and come in a variety of colors, finishes
and wood species to match any aesthetic.
The system is easily included during the construction phase or after, with less mess and
labor than traditional systems. Its quiet, draft-free air and even temperatures make
your house feel as good as it looks.
New Construction, Laguna Beach, CA

You design it, we’ll heat and cool it. Go ahead, dream big.

Whatever the age, size or design of your home, the high performance Unico System will deliver superior comfort without compromising its
look and feel.

LITTLE OR NO
REMODELING NEEDED

MATCHES ANY DECOR
Outlets in the Unico
System are small, subtle
and blend into any décor.
For the look that best
suits your needs, a variety of styles and finishes
are available. Choose
from white or black plastic, chrome, brass and
several wood species—
or simply paint or stain
the outlets to perfectly
match your room.

The Unico System fits where conventional cooling and heating
systems can’t — with little or no remodeling required! The
modular air handlers and coils can be installed easily into attics,
ceilings, crawlspaces and closets. The flexible small-ducts can
be routed through existing ceiling, floor and wall cavities,
eliminating the need for unsightly and noisy metal ductworks.

Unico original round
outlets are available in 2”
inner diameter (5” outer
diameter), as shown, and
2 1/2” inner diameter
options.
Typical ductwork layouts showing 2 Unico systems —one located in the attic
and one located in the basement.

DRAFT-FREE,
EVEN TEMPERATURES
THROUGHOUT ANY ROOM

Conventional systems simply
dump conditioned air into a
room, causing uncomfortable
drafts and hot and cold spots.

The Unico System gently circulates air throughout each
room, eliminating drafts and
providing even temperature
from ceiling to floor.

An Inspired Partnership
Unico, Inc. is a family-owned and operated company committed to
the preservation of historic sites, homes, and places. To demonstrate
this commitment, Unico, Inc. has partnered with the National Trust
for Historic Preservation, the nation’s leading protector of historically significant buildings and neighborhoods. Preserving your
home’s original beauty by installing the Unico System helps keep our
nation’s architectural history intact. Unico, Inc. and the National
Trust for Historic Preservation thank you for your commitment to
restoring and preserving North America.

“B

ecause the Unico System fits where conventional systems can’t, it
preserves the integrity and aesthetics of the original architectural
design of the house or national landmark.”
- Richard Moe, President
the National Trust for Historic Preservation
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